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Abstract. In this paper we present a derivation method for networks of systolic cells. The method 
is calculational and can be applied for specifications that are data-independent, i.e. the order of 
communications does not depend on the values communicated. The techniques used in this style 
of parallel programming are comparable with techniques used in sequential programming. The 
presentation is done by means of an example: the derivation of a set of building blocks for the 
construction of acceptors for regular languages. 
1. Introduction 
In this gaper we derive a set of building blocks (systolic cells) that can be used 
to construct acceptors for regular languages. The structure of these acceptors 
corresponds to the parse tree of a regular expression defining the language. Solutions 
in this vein have been presented in [ 1,2,9]. Our approach has a number of appealing 
properties: 
- the derivation is based on calculus: the design is formally derived from the 
specification, thereby ensuring the correctness of the solution; 
- the design has a high degree of parallelism; in particular, concatenation is not 
implemented sequentially; 
- in this design the empty string is recognized correctly (as opposed to 123); 
- in this design we have (as in [l]) a separate cell for concatenation; 
- the design is relatively simple. 
Furthermore, we show that our solution has constant response time [lo], i.e. its 
response +;me does not depend on the length oi t”!~ Input ~~~eti~;:. 
The acceptor consists of cells that have the folloT#ing characteristtcs (cf. [7]): 
- each cell consumes streams of input values and produees streams of output 
values; 
- each cell communicates with a fixed number of neighbor cells only; 
- synchronization of cells is by message passing only; 
- the communication behavior of a cell is independent of the values communi- 
cated. 
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The formalism we use to discuss the parallel computations is trace theory [4,6, 
8, IO]. Section 2 contains an overview of the theory and the notations needed for 
the derivation that is presented in Section 3. 
The derivation method that is used can be found in [a, IO]. It is a calculational 
method: starting from the specification a solution is derived. In essence, it is predicate 
calculus that leads to the presented programs. 
2. Parallel computations 
A parailel computation is carried out by a network of cells that are interconnected 
by channels. A network, also called a component, communicates with its environment 
by sending and receiving messages. 
The specification of a component consists of a relation between the sequences of 
values it receives and sends. This relation is called the input/output relation, or i/o 
relation for short, of the component. 
For example, a component that repeatedly accepts two integers and outputs their 
sum may be specified by 
input ports: Q and b of type integer 
output ports: c of type integer 
i/o relation: c(i)=u(i)+h(i), iZ0 
Notice that the elements of sequences are indexed from 0 upwards. A component 
is described by a program text in a CSP-like notation [3]. A possible program for 
the component specified above is: 
corn addef( in a.6 : inf, out c : inf ) : 
l[x,_y : inf; 
(u?_~,b?y;c!(s+y))s 
II 
mot 
The first line of the program expresses that component udder has two input ports 
u and tP of type integer and an output port c of type integer. In the second line, 
local variables x and _V of type integer are introduced. The third line contains the 
command. Statement a?_~ is an input statement, it is equivalent to Y :--= l;i !) +;L *F 
i is the number of preceding communications along inpu: po< a statement c! (x -+ y) 
is an output statement, it is equivalent to c(j):= _. +y where j is the rjutnber of 
preceding communications along output port c. The comma denotes that the order 
in which the surrounding statements are executed is irrelevant, in fact they may be 
executed in parallel. The comma has a higher binding power than the semicolon. 
Notice that in this case before each step of the repetition the number of preceding 
inputs along u and the number of preceding inputs along tZ equal the number of 
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preceding outputs along c. The combination a?~, b?y ; c! (x + y) establishes 
x = a(i) ti y=b(i) A c(i)=x+y 
and, consequently, c(i) = a( i) + b(i), as required by the i/o relation. 
Component adder is data-independent: the order of communications does not 
depend on the values communicated. The communicaljon behaoior of component 
adder is (a$; c)*. In this paper all components will be data-independent. For a 
more formal treatment we refer to [7, lo]. 
Components may have previously defined subcomponents. As an example of a 
component with subcomponents consider 
corn add,(in a,b,c : int, out d : int j: 
sub p : adder bus 
I[ x,y,z, w : inl; 
a?x,b?y,c?z 
; (p.a!(x+y),p.b!z;p.c?w 
;a?x,b?y,c?z,d!w 
)’ 
II 
mot 
Component add, has one subcomponent p of type adder. Ports p.a, p.6, and p.c 
denote ports a, 6, and c of subcomponent p. For the subcomponent we have, on 
account of the i/o relation of adder, 
p.c(i) =p.a(i)+p.b(i) 
The command of add, gives rise to an additional cell. That cell has p.a and p.6 as 
output ports, and p.c as input port, cf. Fig. 1. The command establishes 
p.a(i)=a(i)+b(i) 
p.b( i) = c(i) 
d(i) =p.c(i) 
Together with p.c( i) = p.a( i) +p.6( i) this implies d(i) = a(i) + h(i) + c(i). Hence, 
add, has i/o relation 
d(i)=a(i)+b(i)+c(i) 
L-,,,,_____________- J 
Fig. 1. Component add, with command S and subcomponent padder. 
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The communication behavior of the command is a&c ; ( p.a,p.b ; p.c ; a,b,c,d 1”. The 
external behavior, i.e. the communication behavior of addJ, is obtained by projection 
on the external ports: a,b,c ; ( a&d )*. 
We will use sequence functions (cf. [7] and [ lo]) to express the effkiency of 
programs. A sequence function is defined on the occurrences of communication 
events (the ith occurrence of Q is denoted by (a, 0). If 0 is a sequence function, 
then a(~, i) may be interpreted as the time slot in which the ith communication 
along u occurs. A sequence function should respect the (partial) order of the 
command of the component for which it is defined. A possible sequence function 
for the component in the above example is 
U(61, i) = o(h, i) = o( c, i) = 3i 
a(p.u,i)=a(p.b,i)=3i+1 
a( p.c, i) = 3i+2 
o(d, i)=3i+3 
of course, u restricted to (~.a, p.6, p.c} is valid sequence function for sub- 
component p. 
Notice that u(d, i) - a( u, i) = 3 and u( u, i + 1) - a( d, i) = 0. The number of time 
slots between two consecutive external events is bounded by 3. We say that com- 
ponent add, has constant response time. 
3. Acceptors for regular expressions 
A regular expression E over an alphabet A 
Regular expressions and their languages are 
rules: 
(i) E is a regular expression, 
of symbols defines a language Y(E). 
defined inductively by the following 
where E denotes the empty sequence; 
(ii) c is a regular expression for c E A, 
=m) = 14 
(iii) if E and F are regular expressions, then (E) ; (F) is a regular expression, 
Z’((E);(F))=.Z(E,.Z’(F) (=(uv~u~~(E)~v~?f’(F)}) 
(iv) if E and F are regular expressions then ( E) I( F) is a regular expression, 
~((E)t(F))=~(EIu~(F) 
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(v) if E is a regn!ar expression, !hen (E)* is a regular expression, 
where .Y’( E )* denotes the set of all finite concatenations of elements of 5?( E). 
As usual, parentheses in regular expressions may be omitted by defining a priority 
for the operators. In order of decreasing priority we have the star, the semicolon, 
and the bar. For instance, (c ; d 1 e)* denotes regular expression (((c) ;(d)) 1 (e))*. 
Instead of 3’(E) we will write E wherever this does not lead to any confusion. 
An acceptor for regular expression E is a component that upon receiving a 
sequence of symbols determines whether that sequence belongs to E. We will solve 
the following problem: given regular expression E, construct component accE 
specified by (sequence a(j :p sj c q) is denoted by a[ p-q)): 
input port: a of type symbol 
output port: 6 of type boolean (SPEC,) 
i/o relation: b(i) = a[O..i)E E, ia 
Component accE will be defined by induction on the structure of E. E = e yields, 
according to the definition of E: 
b(0) = true 
b(i+l)=false, ia0 
E = c yields, according to the definition of c: 
b(0) = false, b(l) = (a(0) = c) 
b(i+2)=false, ia0 
Choosing (6 ; a)* as external communication behavior these relations lead to the 
following programs: 
corn act, (in a : sym, out b : bool) : 
I[x: sym; 
b!true;(a?x;b!false)* 
!I 
cam acc,(in a : sym, out b : 6002) : 
I[x : sym; 
b!false;a?x;b!(x=c) 
; (a?x; b!false)* 
31 
mot 
Next, the semicolon is considered. Eet E ; F be a regular expression. We assume 
the existence of subcomponent p of type cccE and subcomponent q of type accF. 
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For i Z= 0 we derive (denoting the existential quantifier by El: 
b(i) 
= (SPEC,,) 
a[O..ij E E ; F 
= {definition of E ; F) 
(IEk:O~kai:a[O..kjEEAa[k..i)E F) 
= {choose p.a = a, SPECo) 
(Ek:O< A-S i:p.b(k) A a[k..i)E F) 
= (split ofi k = i, SPEC,) 
(Ek:Os k < i:p.b(k) A a[ k-i) E F) v ( p.b(ij A q.b(O)j 
The last expression cannot be simplified any further. However, we can extend the 
original i/o relation in such a way that its shape resembles the first disjunct. We do 
so by introducing an auxiliary input port e of type boolean. If we were to choose 
b(ij=(Ek:OQk<i:e(k) A a[k..i)E E), ia 
as i/o relation, component act E could not be used to determine whether E E E. 
Therefore, we generalize specification SPEC, to 
b(0) = e E E 
(SPEC,) 
b(ij=(Ek:Osk<i:e(kj A a[k..i)E Ej, iH. 
Then feeding the (extended) component with input e(0) = true and e(i + 1) = false 
(i 2 0) results in the effect specified by SPEC,. The following derivations show that 
starting 
defined 
from the above specification one can indeed derive a component for accE 
inductively on the structure of E. E = E now yields: 
b(0) = true 
b(i+ l)=false, iaO 
E = c yields: 
b(O) = false 
and for i a 0: 
b(i+ 1) 
= W’EG)) 
(Ek:Osk<i+l:e(k) n a[k..i+lj=c) 
= {calculus] 
e(i) A (a(ij=cj 
Choosing (6 ; e,a)* as external communication behavior these relations lead to the 
following programs: 
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corn act, ( in Q : sp, e : hool. out b : bool) : 
I[ s : sym ; 1%’ : bool; 
b!true;(e?w,o?x; b!false)* 
II 
mot 
corn a~,.( in Q : sync, e : bool, out b : boo/) : 
![u: syn; w: boo/; 
b!false;(e?w*,u?.q b!( w A (x = c)))” 
II 
mot 
Let E; F be a regular expression. Let p and q be subcomponents of type UW,, 
and uccf., respectively. Then: 
b(O) 
= (SPEC,} 
FEE;F 
= {definition of E; F) 
F-EE A EGrC 
-= (SPEC,) 
p.b(O) I\ qb(0) 
For i 2 1 we derive: 
b(i) 
= (SPEC,} 
(Ek:Osk<i:e(k) A u[k..i)~ E;F) 
= {definition of E; F} 
(Ek:Ock<i:e(k) A (Ej:ksjci:u[k..j)~ E A u[j..i)E F)) 
= (predicate calculus) 
(Ej:O~j~i:(Ek:O~k~j A k<i:e(k) A u[k..j)E E) A u[j..i)E F) 
= {split off j = i) 
(Ej:O~j<i:(Ek:O~ ksj:e(k) A u[k..j)E E) A u[j..i)E F) v 
((Ek:Oak<i:e(k) A u[k..i)EE) A EEF) 
= {split off k = j, choose p.e = e and p.u = u, SPEC,) 
&:O~j<i:((Ek:O~k<j:e(k) A c[k..j;tEr v 
(e(j) A E E E)) A a[.j..i) E F) v 
( p-b(i) A q-W)) 
= (p -=e, pu=u, SPEC,) 
(Ej:fsj<i:((j>O A p.b(j)) v (e(j) A p.b(O))) A u[j..i) f F) v 
(p=b(i) A q.b(O)) 
= {choose q.e(l)=(lXl A p.b(l)) v (e(l) A p.b(O)), q.u = u, SPECJ 
+b( i) V (/Lb(i) A +b(o)) 
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We recapitulate the relations found 
p.a(i)=q.a(i)=a(i), GO 
p.e(i) = e(i), i 20 
q.e(O) = e(0) A p-b(O) 
q.e( i) = p.b( i) v (e(ij r~ p.b(Oj), i 2 I 
b(0) = p.b(O) A q.b(Oj 
b(i) =( p.b(i) A q-b(O)) v q-b(i), i2 1 
The program of act k_I” contains six variables, satisfying the following relations: 
x=a(i), w=e(ij, ia0 
po = p-bW, go = q.b(Oj 
pb = p.b( i), qb = q.b( ij, iH 
Notice that the initialization pb:= false removes the difference in shape between 
q.e(O) and q.e(i), i 2 1. We obtain the following program text. 
corn accE + (in a : sym, 4 : boo& out b : boo!) : 
sub p : UCQ-, q : UC+ bus 
I[ x : sym ; w,pb,qb,pO,qO : bool; 
p.b?pO,q.b?qO;b!(pOn qO),pb:=false 
; (e?w,a?x 
;p.e!w,q.e!((w~pOjvpbj,p.alx,q.a!x 
; p.b?pb,q.b?qb 
;b!((pb~qWwW 
P 
II 
mot 
For the bar we follow the same strategy (although it turns out to be much simpler). 
Let E 1 F be a regular expression. Let p and q be subsomponents of type act,, and 
ac+, respectively. Then: 
b(O) 
= {SPEC,] 
EEEIF 
= {definition of E 1 F} 
EEE v EEF 
= {SPEC,} 
p-b(O) v q.b(O) 
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and for i> 1: 
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b(i) 
= (SPEC,} 
(Ek:Osk<i:e(k) A a[k..i)E EIF) 
= {definition of E 1 F} 
(Ek:Osk<i:e(k) A (a[k.i)E E v a[k.i)E F)) 
= {predicate calculus} 
(Ek:O<k<i: e(k) A a[k..i)E E) v 
(Ek:Os k< i:e(k) A a[k...i)E F) 
= {choose pa = a, q.a = a, pe = e, q.e = e} 
p.b(i) v q.b(i) 
Thus, we have for i 3 0: 
p.o(i)=q.a(i)=u(i) 
p.e( i) = q.e( i) = e(i) 
b(i) =p.b(i) v q.b(i) 
From these relations a program is easily derive4: 
corn ac+ 1 F ( in (I : sym, e : bool, out b : bool) : 
sub p : acct,, q : accF bus 
I[ x : sym ; w,pb,qb : bool; 
(p.&?pb,q.b?qb 
; b!(pb v qb) 
; e? w,u?x 
;p.e!w,q.e!w,p.a!x,q.a!x 
)* 
II 
mot 
Finxl!I*, de have to construct QCC~ *. We assump t’ @ t-z r’wir;fmx! or 4 310 
p of type uccf+ Then: 
b(O) 
= {SPEC,) 
ME* 
= {definition of E*) 
true 
and for iz 1: 
u(i) = a(i), 
p.e(Qb = e(Q) 
A pmgrarn for rrcq . is 
corn ucq.*(ir a:sp?, c:bool, out 15~1): 
sub p : awl- bus 
[x : SW8 ; w9pb : bool; 
p.h?pb; b!ttue,pb := false 
; (e?w,a?s 
; p.a!x,p.e!( w v pb) 
; p.b?pb 
; b!pb 
P 
1 
mot 
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lude% the derivation of ac+ Fi re 2 shows an acceptor fot the ex 
Is. The boxes denote the ceils of the correspondin 
4. A of the !mhltios 
An acceptor has the form of a tree. The leaves of the tree are either an act,. it 
an am,- l The depth d( E) of the tree of aq is defined inductively by: 
d(E)=0 
d(c)=0 
dUE)~tF))=ldfE)maxdlF))+f 
d((E);(F))=(d(E)maxd(F))+f 
d((E)*)=d(E)+I 
The communication behaviors of the cells are as foffow~ 
ace, and act, : tk wO* 
accE ,F and 4cclr, i F : ( p.b,q.h; Q; c,a ;p.e,p.a,q.e,q.a)* 
accE l : (p-6; b;e,a;p.e,p.a)* 
Notice that the external behavior of all components is (b ; e,,a )*, and their internal 
behavior is ( ph;p.e,p_a)? This guarantees the absence of deadlock [IO]- She a 
and e may always happen concurrently we refrain from mentioning e in the sequel. 
A similar observation holds for p.~ and 4.s where s is a, h, or e. Hence, the behavior 
of the leaves is characterized by (h; a I* and the behavior of the nodes by 
(p.h;h;U;~*a)*. 
A possible sequence function for the external behavior that respects the behaviors 
of all subcomponents is given by: 
cr,.(a,i)=2-(l+d(E))=i+l+d(E) 
which can be proved by induction on the structure of E. Hence, the interval between 
two consecutive external communications is at most 2 - d( E ) + 1, which is a measure 
for the response time of component MC,. Due to the parallelism the response time 
does not depend on the length of the input: component acct. has constant response 
time. The time needed to recognize a sentence is linearly dependent on its length. 
Component uccf. is reusable: let c,, be a symbol not occurring in E and let 
NaO. If 
then 
b(ij=(Ek:O~k<i:e(kj A a[k.i)~ E), isis 
b(N+I)=false 
b(N+i+ij=(Ek:06k<i:e(N+l+kj A 
u[M+I+~..N+~+~)E E), -1 
Notice that for cells corresponding to a star, semicolon, or bar, outputs h, p-e, 
and 9-e do not depend on input Q. These cells merely pass on the symbols received 
via a to their subcells as is reflected by relations p.a( i) = u( ij and q.a(i) = a( i j. For 
cells corresponding to Q output 6 does not depend on input a either. These cells 
discard the symbols received via a. Cells corresponding to a symbol are the only 
cells that do inspect the symbols received via a. They do not pass the symbols on. 
Hence, instead of passing input Q to these cells via the entire tree one may feed it 
to these cells directly. Notice that the cells corresponding to a symbol are leaf cells 
in the tree. 
5. Concluding remarks 
We have shown how a difficult problem can be solved in a systematic way. The 
derivation of the solution illustrates programming techniques that are applicable in 
the field of parallel programming. The idea of introducing auxiliary channel e is 
comparable with the introduction of program variables in sequential programming. 
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The introduction of channel e is based on formal derivations. A different generali- 
zation of the i/o relation is 
h(i)=(Ek:Od~i:e(k) A a[k.i)EE), ia0 
Then. however, h(O) = e(O) A F E E, making b(O) dependent on the value of an input. 
It turns out that this yields unsolvable complications in the derivation of UC+,. 
The structure of the design reflects the structure of the problem. Properties of the 
solution (e.g. response time) can be proved using structural induction. 
The ultimate solution is efficient: the time needed !a recognize a sentence is 
linearly dependent on its length. The cells are relatively simpIe and they are easily 
implemented as circuits. Communication by message passing may be implemented 
by a handshaking protocol as described in [5]. 
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